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Time to
Celebrate!
Special moments
captured locally
by camera

Wedding 101
Everything you need to
know to be prepared

Plan your New Year’s

Celebration
$3.95

New Dining Divas at
CACTUS VALLEY
Pick a GYM that’s
right for you
Locals prep for the
ROSE PARADE

C E L E B R AT I O N S

HOW TO PLAN A
SUPER BOWL BASH
Have a game plan that
will score big points
with your guests
come Sunday

Set up the areas of your house to suit the needs
of guests by creating sections for each team.

By Colleen Bauer

Photos by Austin Thomas

A

re you thinking this might be the year that you
host a Super Bowl party? To score a touchdown
with your guests, your plays must be in order and
your line of defense must be strong. Here is a
game-plan for kicking off the biggest party of the

year.

Setting the ground work
First, start with a timeframe. One month in advance is a
good time to compile your guest list, plan your menu and
buy extra chairs and serving dishes. Decide whether you
need an extra set of hands — such as party planners, who
are experienced with these kinds of things — to help you out
with the party.

Who’s attending?
When compiling the guest list, take into account what
kind of party you would like to have. Hard core football fans?
Friends and family who want to casually enjoy the game and
good food? Coworkers, business partners or clients? Now
that you have your guests, let’s get them comfy.

Seating arrangements
Set up the areas of your house to suit the needs of the
guests. No matter what group you invite, you will always
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Figure out if you need extra hands for the bowl
party, like these ladies from Fairy Godmother.
have those who are serious about the game. They will need a
room to watch every play where they’re not distracted by
chatter. Set up a comfortable area for those guests who are
more interested in catching up with one another than
watching the game. If there are going to be children at the
event, set aside a room or play area for them, with a babysitter to entertain, so parents don’t have to worry about their
kids.

Decorations

Decorations provide
for a fun feel.

After you have your furniture
formation, the decorations are
next. Choose your team colors
and decorate accordingly. Don’t
just decorate for the team you
plan on rooting for. Provide the
opposing team fans some decorations of their own to add some
tension. This is all in good fun!

Entertainment
Activities are also an important part of your game plan, even
though there is a game going on,
activities related to that add to
the atmosphere. You might raffle
Beer and finger
off prize baskets or set up a pool
foods are a must.
with quarterly winners. For kids,
rent a football-themed movie like
“Rudy” or “Little Giants” (appropriate for ages 6 to 9).

Adequate supplies
One of the most important details for you to consider when planning and preparing is the “supply wagon” — cups, plates, cutlery,
napkins, paper towels, serving bowls and platters, and last but not
least, trash cans. Make sure that you get enough of everything. Too
much is better than too little. And make sure these items are easy to
find and in multiple locations.

Party foods
Super bowl parties are not a good place to be on a diet. It is the
second-largest day for food consumption in the United States — second to Thanksgiving! Naturally, you’ll have carbs, sugar and plenty of
sodium. Setting up multiple tables for noshing is nice, so that there’s
something within reach of every guest. Definitely use your Crock-Pot
(and borrow two more) to serve nachos, meatball and chili stations.
Casseroles are easy to prepare in advance and are easy to serve. Display your dessert table center stage toward the end of the game. It’s a
nice way to wrap things up and it sends the signal that the party is
coming to an end.

Beer, wine and cocktails
Make sure to consider your audience. Will this crowd want to
drink their frosty beer straight from a bottle? Or, would it be better to
offer some basic cocktails, along with wine and beer? Consider hiring
a college student to act as your bartender. Also, make sure you have
some delicious non-alcoholic choices. You want to ensure the designated drivers are treated well.

Don’t forget the host
As the host, your winning moment is when you get to look around
and see everyone having a great time, including you! You’ve thought
of every possible play and you’re so organized that you get to enjoy
your own party. Touchdown!
— Colleen Bauer is the owner of Fairy Godmother, a wedding and
event planning company
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